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CLEAN AIR ZONES –
THE NEW NORMAL?
We may look back on March 2021 as the time Britain entered a new era in the way we think
about urban driving and air quality.
Since 2018 Clean Air Zones (CAZs) have come
to dominate the policy debate as a tool to tackle
air quality issues, especially excessive levels
of nitrogen dioxide which contributes to tens
of thousands of deaths per year in the UK.
However, now CAZs are a reality. Bath Clean Air
Zone began operation on 15 March 2021 and
as a ‘CAZ C’ will be charging non-compliant
vehicles either £9 (for taxis, private hire
vehicles and vans- but not private cars) or £100
(for heavy vehicles) to enter the city centre. See
our What Are Clean Air Zones? section for more
details of how this works.
The Birmingham CAZ, which is due to go live in
June 2021, is the first ‘CAZ D’, meaning private
cars will be charged. Over the next two years
a dozen more CAZs are expected to come into
force including Birmingham and Manchester,

the latter covering the whole of Greater
Manchester, and encompassing 10 local
authority areas. With new national CAZ signage
and payment through a central government
website there will effectively be a national
network of CAZs covering many of our major
cities. Scotland is proposing something similar,
though they will be called Low Emission Zones
or ‘LEZs’.
In addition to these government-mandated
CAZs, other cities are also considering
similar measures- for example, Oxfordshire
is proposing a Zero Emission Zone (ZEZ) for
an area of Oxford city centre which has even
stricter emissions standards than the national
CAZ standards.
The map and table below summarise the
current and forthcoming schemes.
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Type of
scheme

Local authority area

Status

Class of scheme

Clean air zone
(CAZ)

Bath and NE Somerset

In force

CAZ C

Birmingham

Coming into force
2021 / 2022

CAZ D

Bristol

CAZ D

Portsmouth

CAZ B

Bradford

CAZ C

Greater Manchester

CAZ C

Newcastle and Gateshead

CAZ C

Sheffield

Required by government
to implement a CAZ

Liverpool

Considering a CAZ

CAZ C

Cambridge
Wales

CAZ framework in place
to facilitate CAZs in Wales

Other
environmental
schemes:

London

In force

Low Emission Zone (Greater London) Ultra
Low Emssion Zone (Central London)

Oxford

Coming into force 2021

Zero Emission Zone

Nonenvironmental
charging
schemes:

London

In force

Central London Congestion Charge

Dartford and Thurrock

Darftord Tunnel toll

Halton Borough

Mersey Gateway Bridge toll

Durham

Mini -congestion charge

NOTHING NEW UNDER THE SUN?
Those who live in London may be wondering
what all the fuss is about. The London Low
Emission Zone has operated since 2008
imposing charges on heavy vehicles in Greater
London and the Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ)
is effectively a ‘CAZ D’ for central London.

...BATH IS A LANDMARK IN
THAT IT IS THE FIRST ZONE
OF THIS TYPE OUTSIDE
LONDON...
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Nor does a CAZ entail new legal processes.
Since 2000 local authorities have had the
ability to implement local road user charging
schemes in their areas, for a variety of reasons.
London obviously has its congestion charge,
but Durham also has a mini-congestion charge
and the same legislative basis underpins the
Dartford-Thurrock Crossing and the Mersey
Gateway Bridge- technically these are road
user charging schemes over a single crossing.
A CAZ is just another local road user charging
scheme, but the basis for imposing charges
is emissions. Oxfordshire have taken this
approach a step further, showing that this
is an option for any local authority, whether
mandated by government or not.

...WITH NEW NATIONAL
CAZ SIGNAGE AND
PAYMENT THROUGH A
CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
WEBSITE THERE WILL
EFFECTIVELY BE A
NATIONAL NETWORK OF
CAZS COVERING MANY OF
OUR MAJOR CITIES...

BATH – A TASTE OF THE FUTURE?
Notwithstanding this, Bath is a landmark in
that it is the first zone of this type outside
London. London has long been considered an
exception in transport policy terms- it has a
unique public transport system and strong
Mayoral powers. But Bath has shown that a
smaller city without those advantages can
make a scheme of this nature work.
In theory CAZs are only required to be in place
until nitrogen dioxide targets are met (typically
once these targets met air quality will only
improve as the fleet of vehicles becomes
newer and cleaner). However, it has been
speculated that, post-COVID, people will have
become accustomed to cleaner air and, once a
scheme is up and running and proven to work,

local authorities may contemplate continuing
to use it or even to tighten standards.
Certainly in London the ULEZ has generally
been accepted and a recent consultation on
expanding the zone met with majority support.
Finally, with the coming of electric cars and the
reduced tax income that will accompany falling
petrol sales, it has also been speculated that a
national network of CAZs could pave the way
for wider road pricing, which may be one way
for the government to fill an estimated
£40 billion tax shortfall.
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WHAT ARE CLEAN AIR ZONES?
The term Clean Air Zone can be used to
define any area where targeted action is
taken to improve air quality. What is unique
about the new wave of CAZs, and what
distinguishes them from initiatives such as
Air Quality Management Areas, is that they
involve charging certain types of vehicle for
entering or moving within the zone, much like
the London congestion charge but with an
environmental focus.

authority areas- typically large urban centreswhere mandatory standards for nitrogen
dioxide are not being met. As such these CAZs
must have the effect of reducing nitrogen
dioxide levels below these standards as soon
as possible.
The government’s national framework
divides CAZs into four classes, from A to D,
each encompassing a progressively wider
set of vehicles.

As of 2018 these ‘charging CAZs’ have been
mandated by government in various local

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT CLASSES?
The CAZ classes are defined by the government’s clean air zone framework clean air zone framework as follows:

CLASS D
Buses, coaches, taxis, private hire vehicles, HGVs, LGVs and cars

CLASS C
Buses, coaches, taxis, private hire vehicles, HGVs and LGVs

CLASS B
Buses, coaches, taxis, private hire vehicles and HGVs

CLASS A
Buses, coaches, taxis and private hire vehicles

EURO 4 petrol and EURO 6 diesel vehicles are exempt from CAZ charges
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Vehicles which do not meet certain emissions
standards will be required to pay a charge. The
relevant standard for petrol vehicles is 'Euro
4', for diesel vehicles it is the newer 'Euro 6'.
Typically this means a petrol car manufactured
after 2005 or a diesel car manufactured after
2015 will not be required to pay a charge.
Government provides an online vehicle checker
tool for you to check the status of your vehicle.

...ONCE A CAZ IS
UP AND RUNNING
LOCAL AUTHORITIES
MAY CONTEMPLATE
CONTINUING IT OR EVEN
TIGHTENING STANDARDS...
CHARGES AND EXEMPTIONS
Typically non-compliant heavy vehicles such
as lorries will pay a higher charge of eg £100,
whereas smaller vehicles such as cars or vans
will pay a lower charge, eg £10. Certain types of
vehicles are always exempt (eg certain historic
and military vehicles, and vehicles for disabled
people) and others may be exempted locally
depending on the CAZ concerned.
Enforcement is by ANPR cameras and payment
can be made during a window of seven days
starting with the day the vehicle drives in the
zone. Penalty Charge Notices can be issued for
non-payment and these operate in a similar
manner to parking penalties.

...OXFORDSHIRE HAVE
TAKEN THIS APPROACH
A STEP FURTHER,
SHOWING THAT THIS IS AN
OPTION FOR ANY LOCAL
AUTHORITY...
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HOW BDB PITMANS CAN HELP
BDB Pitmans are the country’s leading firm
on Clean Air Zones and road user charging
generally. In addition to Bath and North East
Somerset Council, BDB Pitmans is advising local
authority promoters of six other major CAZ / ZEZ
schemes, and also has unrivalled experience in
congestion charging and low emission zones.
We are also advising Highways England on the

...BDB PITMANS ARE THE
COUNTRY’S LEADING FIRM
ON CLEAN AIR ZONES AND
ROAD USER CHARGING
GENERALLY....
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proposed Lower Thames Crossing, which would
include a road user charging regime similar to
that in place at Dartford.
We specialise in the authorisation process,
including public consultation, the formulation
and drafting of legal orders, and the wide range
of public law considerations which emerge,
including state aid, as well as business case
submissions to, and negotiating commercial
agreements with, central government.

GET IN TOUCH
BDB Pitmans is a leading UK law firm with offices in London, Cambridge, Reading and
Southampton. Many of our lawyers and advisers are recognised leaders in their practice areas –
their knowledge and expertise helps us to provide a unique, client centred approach to law.

CONTACT DETAILS

Rahul Bijlani (Legal Director)
T +44(0)20 7783 3405
E rahulbijlani@bdbpitmans.com

Tom Henderson (Partner)
T +44(0)20 7783 3418
E tomhenderson@bdbpitmans.com

“

There is a friendly atmosphere at the firm, which does not come at the
expense of tenacity in the interests of the client.
Chambers and Partners UK 2021

”

“ ”

Excellent strength in depth, one of the largest teams but with good people at
all levels.
Legal 500 UK 2021

“

The firm is very easy to instruct and work with, they take the time and interest
in getting to know clients and they understand their business needs well.

”

Chambers and Partners UK 2021

www.bdbpitmans.com

enquiries@bdbpitmans.com

www.bdbpitmans.com/planningact2008blog
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